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Rex Karmaveer Global Student 
Storytelling Fellowship

Rex Karmaveer Global Student Storytelling Fellowship (RKGSSTF) is a community for students within the larger Rex Karmaveer Global
Fellowship community (RKGF) empowered by the Karmaveer Chakra awards instituted by iCONGO in partnership with the UN. Our

fellowship is a community of people who are driven by purpose and have a shared vision, common cause and mutual intent of
learning2learn for personal discovery, growth and transformation, because all change starts with the self.

 
We passionately work with people from across the globe, for the mission of encouraging social justice through citizen action, with a

vision of creating a better, safer, just, humane, egalitarian, fair and responsible society and world. Thus our Passion Mantra is ‘Together
as ONE we can RIGHT every WRONG’ to experience ‘The Joy Of Giving’, simply by being and leading the change. I Change to change
our society. I change to change our community. I change to change our nation. I change to change our world. I change to change

everything and everyone.
 

Over the past 20 years we have worked with various citizens & multiple stakeholders, to create win-win partnerships by bringing
together a wide cross-section of concerned, responsible and caring citizens of the world from Government, Bureaucracy,

Corporates, Academia, Civil Society, Media, Police, Armed Forces, Entrepreneurs, Sports, Movies, Music, Creative Arts, Performing
Arts, Liberal Arts, Youth and Student sectors, to stand up, speak out and make a difference with Individual social responsibility.

 
Our REX Karmaveer Global Fellows are credible, ethical, members of society who are specifically curated, nominated and awarded in
recognition of their work and accomplishments to make a difference in society or their inspiring work, deeds and ideas for action to

change mindsets for the betterment of self and society. All are fellows are stellar Voices of Conscience, Voices of Humaneness and
Voices of People Power, who exercise and rejoice THE POWER OF ONE.

 
Our Rex Karmaveer Global Youth Fellows are undergraduate students from different disciplines, who have led by being the change
that they envisioned in their ecosystem to inspire others to follow the untrodden path by creating an inspiring legacy to make

our world a better , safer place. We believe all our chosen Rex Karmaveer Global Fellows have huge potential to become bigger
champions of change and better citizens of the world. All our Rex Karmaveer Global Youth Fellows have lifelong access to the coveted

Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship network, which offers great life, leadership and learning2learn lessons from some of the best
mentors-in-residence, who are our senior fellows curated from around the world.

 
Our fellowship is BY INVITATION ONLY and the Karmaveer Chakra (KVC) award is given to students only after they complete the

lessons in the first part of their fellowship and announce a project that they would work on as champions of change. The Karmaveer
Chakra award and honour is not just a prize, recognition or medal, but an entrustment and trusteeship to follow the guiding principles

and values of humanity by shouldering more responsibility to discover more, learn more, grow more, do more, be more, change
more and contribute more.

 
The biggest gift and award of the Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship is the life, leadership and learning2learn lessons through our stories

that we share with each other for greater self-awareness, self-discovery/transformation and social consciousness, 
to inspire solid character and unleash our unlimited heroic potential.

 

The biggest Gift and Award at Rex Karmaveer Global fellowship is 
knowledge, wisdom and learning2learn

When winds of change blow, 
most hide behind walls,

few choose to harness the wind
and build windmills! 1



The REX Karmaveer Global Student Storytelling Fellowship

(RKGSSTF) is a short story writing contest open to students in

grades V through XII. We are inviting kids from all around the

country to submit a 300–1000 word factual tale about a real-life

hero they know or have heard about, someone they believe has

changed society for the better.

 

This fellowship will also serve as a bridge between aspiring

authors and young writers. All of the participating children will

receive a pre-recorded learning session that will aid in their

imaginative story-building. Additionally, they will get the

opportunity to collaborate with Jeroninio "Jerry" Almeida, best-

selling author of the Karma Kurry book series.

 

All winners will be announced at Rex Karamveer Global Student

Story Telling Fellowship and Karamveer Chakra Awards

ceremony 2023.

 

An electronic certificate and medals will be given to each

participating student. Gold, silver, and bronze medals will be

awarded to the top 3, correspondingly.

Rex Karmaveer Global Student Storytelling Fellowship
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ABOUT REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT

STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP (RKGSSTF)



‘Jerry, thanks for sharing an outstanding note. Completely agree,I 
have been on the board of the leading boarding school in the country 

and after 3 years left completely disillusioned. Don’t think most 
schools care about learning. While career ladders aren’t all bad you 
would be surprised how many senior leaders I have met (many on
my own teams) who can’t write at an average level and certainly 

empathy and decency if taught will make a massive difference in the 
impact of businesses and orgs.’

 
Rehan A. Khan — Healthcare CEO, Board Member & Investor 

My daughter Bani and I have been fortunate to attend Jerry’s 
leadership sessions. I attended the one he conducted at the Microsoft 

office and my daughter attended his session in school. Jerry has 
helped us both to see things in a different light with his simple
insights and pedagogy. I have become more affirmative and 

encouraging with people and cognizant of my work-life-play balance. 
Bani has lost her inhibitions and shyness and become more confident 
and outspoken. When Jerry nominated Bani for the REX Karmaveer 

Global Fellowship and shared the form with us, the questions not only 
helped Bani to gain a clear path in her life but also helped me to 

understand what I need to focus on and what I need to let go of. The 
questions in the form are very powerful.

 
Karan Bajwa- Country Head Of Microsoft

MISSION: 

To inspire students / youth to pursue their dream and transform their passion into their vision and
mission of life. To inspire them to step out of their comfort zone to find impactful stories about real-life
heroes thus preparing them for the essential life, leadership and learning to learn skillsets of the future,
which include effective communication, presentation and creative writing that is rooted in the art, craft
and science of storytelling.

WHY: 

Global institutes and Think-Tanks have researched and identified Empathy, Emotional Intelligence and
Learning2Learn is the most essential skill set and life skills of the future in all dimensions of life. Many
students around the world (especially in India) lack skills in effective communication, presentation and
creative writing and hence get left out of their life mission and career growth. 
We aspire to encourage students to learn, advance and practice their communication, presentation and
speaking skills for continuous improvement through storytelling. 
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Zak Ebrahim
 

Barke Kamuss
 

Mike Rana
 

William Kamkwamba
 

Tara Kaushal
 

Motivational Speaker 
against terrorism

Entrepreneur | 
Founder of Barke-Be 

Your Own Hero

Innovator | The Boy Who
Harnessed the Wind 

Media Consultant Veteran IAF Officer | 
Software entrepreneur | 

published author
 

Meet our Authors/Mentors

Desmond Clark
 

Kabir Bedi
 

Gen. Ian Cardozo
 

Rusty Labuschagne  Vesna Peričević Jacob 

NFL American Footballer |
 CEO of Desmond Clark 

Investment Group 

Actor | Voting           Army Officer | Military
member of theHistorian 
Academy that Awards 
the Oscars 

International 
Inspirational Speaker 

Physiotherapist | Pilates 
teacher 

At REX Karmaveer Global Fellowship the quest for continuous learning, knowledge and 
wisdom is most imperative and what we consider as the greatness of our chosen fellows, 
the will and choice for eternal learning. We at RKGF lay huge emphasis for learning and 

learning2learn as the biggest gift and award for growth of our fellows and thus have 
created a very unique fellowship that adds huge value to all our REX Karmaveer Global 

Fellows through collaborative-learning, wisdom transfer and knowledge sharing.

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP

I loved how the above excerpt talks not only about education and learning, it 
equally emphasized the need for “Learning2learn”! The sad truth of highly 

expensive degrees not building highly civilized members of society is starkly 
brought forward. Thank you, Jerry, for sharing these insights in a tangible 
format of understanding and weaving its truth in our every-day realities. 

 
Bhavya Arora - Mental Health Professional
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All chosen students will get to attend masterclasses packed not only with
storytelling lessons but also with compelling life, leadership and learning2learn

lessons with bestselling authors & storytellers like William Kamkwamba (The Boy
who harnessed the wind), Zak Ebrahim (The Terrorist’s son), Kabir Bedi

(International Movie Star), Gen. Ian Cardozo (War veteran and living legend whose
life story is being made into a movie titled Gorkha), Desmond Clark (NFL American
Football Superstar and Hall of Famer), Vesna Pericevic Jacob (Functional Applied

Science Specialist), Tara Kaushal (Journalist & Media Consultant), Dr. Marcus
Ranney (Medical Officer in the Royal Air Force and NASA Kennedy Space Centre),
Natalie Turner (Innovation Expert & Coach), Joanne Flinn (Business Leader), Barke

Kamuss (Entrepreneur), Sunil Robert (Tata Business Leader, Marathoner &
Toastmasters storyteller) Monique Sakhi (Mindful Coach & Image Consultant), Arun

Maira (Former Chairman – Boston Consulting Group & Member - Planning
Commission), Rusty Labuschagne (Entrepreneur & Motivational Storyteller) Juanita

Vorster (Entrepreneur Mentor), Vinay Gupta (Business leader & CEO), Eitu Vij
Chopra (Co-Founder Rex Karmaveer Global fellowship Mission & Initiatives,
Teacher, Author, Poet and Mindset Coach), Mike Rana (Veteran IAF Officer,

Software entrepreneur, blogger & published author), Bishop Riah Abo El Asal
(Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem and Middle East who facilitate the Oslo Peace

Accord) along with lessons in storytelling from Teenager authors Shaina Bhatia,
Simone Noorali and Teenager Filmmaker & Storyteller Vir Srinivas who been

chosen for several film festival awards (including Best History Film at the
prestigious and most coveted Cannes World Film Festival) for his brilliant movie

“Orders from Above”, which was made in 2021 during the second wave lockdown,
without any funding or production budget. 

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP

Eitu Vij Chopra Vinay Gupta Shaina Bhatia Sunil Robert Vir Srinivas Simone Noorali Jeroninio Almeida

BE THE CHANGE!

MASCOT MENTORS
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Benefits for student:-

Features of RKGSSTF:-

Advantages for All Participating Students:-

Learn, Improve and Practice Creative-writing, Public-speaking / Presentation and
Communication  skills with mentoring by real-time storytellers, filmmakers and authors. 
Students will also learn moJOsh Inspirator life, leadership and learning2learn lessons from
mentors from around the world, worth INR 1 million (10 lakhs).
All chosen participants will have access to cutting-edge skill-pills to hone their storytelling
skillsets, cool-tools to improve their oratory & writing skills and storytelling practice cards.

One MASTERCLASS with master storyteller and iCONGO founder Jeroninio Jerry
Almeida, the author of the Best- Selling Karma Kurry book series. Jerry is also India’s
leading Leadership and Inspirational coach. 

Learn from 10 Curated Story Telling & Creative Writing Tutorials with insights from
international bestselling authors. These have been specially curated for students to learn
writing and communication skills from globally acclaimed creative writers and authors in
the industry, locally and internationally like, Peter J Merrick, Kabir Bedi, Nandana Sen,
Gen Ian Cardoso, Bittu Sehgal, Pamela Gale Malhotra, William Kamkwamba and many
more.

To be part of our coveted and curated learning program, moJOsh Inspirator Life and
Leadership lessons with Jeroninio Jerry Almeida and other Best-selling Authors/Writers. The
students get the unique opportunity to be inspired and future- ready, through creative writing
and reading skills as well as life skills and values to encourage them to pursue their dreams
with passion and conviction and unfurl their heroic potential. The program also covers
mental, emotional and moral intelligence learnings and tools that will support children to
navigate through life with grace and equip them to take on responsibility and make a
difference and be a contributor with a growth mindset. 

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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STORYTELLING MASTERCLASS HIGHLIGHTS, 
FEATURES, ADVANTAGES & BENEFITS.

RKGSSTF provides CORE ESSENTIAL SKILLS to PREPARE STUDENTS FOR
LIFE AND FUTURE CAREERS like creative- writing, creative thinking, critical
thinking, problem solving, public speaking, effective communications, learning2learn
and reading.



Benefits for Schools:-

Benefits for All Participating Students:-

All students automatically become part of the Rex Karmaveer global community.
Certificate of learning as a REX fellow to each student.
Initiation into the Rex Karmaveer Global Community for more learning and growing
opportunities.
600 Winners that will be finally chosen will get the opportunity to be published in the
highly successful Karma Kurry book series.
 600 Winners (300 each from Year V-Year VII & Year VIII- Year XII) 

First Edition Collectors exclusively autographed copies of Karma Kurry books as learning
and inspiration to each student.
80G Tax receipt for all payments to the parents.

       will also be featured in exclusive AuthoREXperience conversations that are telecast live     
       on our channel along with Bestselling authors.

School accredited (named) for all Story Telling Winner mentions (600 students)
across media and in Press releases.

School Participation: Each school becomes part of the curation process and creates a
2/3-member Jury panel (Teacher+ Parent) to choose the 20 best entries from their
school that could be chosen to be published in the Karma Kurry Book series with the
school name mention too.

Mention all schools as well as parents and teachers in the jury on our website.

Participation Citation for school.

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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STORYTELLING MASTERCLASS HIGHLIGHTS, 
FEATURES, ADVANTAGES & BENEFITS.

I change to change the Society

I change to change the Nation

I change to change the World



STORYTELLING MASTERCLASS HIGHLIGHTS, 
FEATURES, ADVANTAGES & BENEFITS.

Learn, Improve and Practice Creative-writing, Public-speaking/Presentation and
Communication (written & spoken) skills with mentoring by real-time storytellers,
filmmakers and authors. Students will also learn moJOsh Inspirator life, leadership and
learning2learn lessons from mentors from around the world, worth INR 1 million (10
lakhs). All chosen participants will have access to cutting-edge skill pills to hone their
storytelling skillsets, cool tools to
improve their oratory & writing skills and storytelling practice cards.

Every student who signs up and participates will receive a Certificate of Merit and
Citation along with a digital Karmaveer Chakra badge of honour. Every student will also
become an integral member of the coveted and
inclusive Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship. 

An opportunity to be featured as a co-author in the bestselling Karma Kurry Book series.
100 the best stories will be chosen for the book. All stories submitted to us will be
featured on a Real Heroes Web Portal, which has a large reader base and audience. 

Masterclass highlights-

One MASTERCLASS with master storyteller and iCONGO founder Jeroninio Jerry
Almeida, the author of the Best-Selling Karma Kurry book series. Jerry is also
India’s leading Leadership and Inspirational coach. 

 
Learn from 10 Curated Story Telling & Creative Writing Tutorials with insights from
international bestselling authors. These have been specially curated for students to learn
writing and communication skills from globally acclaimed creative writers and authors in
the industry, locally and internationally like, Peter J Merrick, Kabir Bedi, Nandana Sen,
Gen Ian Cardoso, Bittu Sehgal, Pamela Gale Malhotra, William Kamkwamba and many
more.

Features-

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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STORYTELLING MASTERCLASS HIGHLIGHTS, 
FEATURES, ADVANTAGES & BENEFITS.

Be part of a unique fellowship as our esteemed Honouree.

RKGSTF provides CORE ESSENTIAL SKILLS to PREPARE STUDENTS FOR LIFE
AND FUTURE CAREERS like creative writing, creative thinking, critical thinking,
problem-solving, public speaking, effective communications, learning2learn and reading.

An opportunity to have your story published with Asia's highest-paid inspirational
author/storyteller in the bestselling Karma Kurry Book series.

Unique life skills that they don't teach you in school and college from real-time
practitioners and bestselling authors.

Learn, Improve and Practice Creative-writing, Public-speaking/Presentation and
Communication (written & spoken) skills with mentoring by real-time storytellers,
filmmakers and authors. Students will also learn moJOsh Inspirator life, leadership and
learning2learn lessons from mentors from around the world, worth INR 1 million
 (10 lakhs). All chosen participants will have access to cutting-edge skill pills to hone their
storytelling skillsets, cool tools to improve their oratory & writing skills and storytelling
practice cards.

Advantages-

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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Learn unique and most essential moJOsh Inspirator life, leadership and learning2learn skills like
creative writing, storytelling, and presentation (Basic modules) to prepare you for your career and
journey of life. 

Be recognized as an RKGSSTF with the Karmaveer Chakra Badge of Honour which you can add to
your profile and Curriculum Vitae.

 
As our fellow, you may also have an opportunity to be nominated and chosen for the Rex
Karmaveer Global Youth Fellowship in the future, where you would gain cutting-edge lessons in
entrepreneurship to become a Missionary Passiopreneur. These lessons are carefully curated with
some of the best Missionary Passiopreneurs from around the world, who will mentor you to
transform your passion into your mission for life and are worth over INR 5 mn (50 lakhs)

These also include mindset-changing lessons for parents and teachers from the flagship learning
programs
created and conducted by the founders at the Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship mission. 
Great Parents make Great Leaders - Cutting Edge Parenting lessons to enable focus on children's
potential. 

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP

Team Building and Synergy, Conflict 
Management, Entrepreneur Mindset, 

Creative Writing, Project 
Management, Out of Box and Lateral 

Thinking, Strategic Planning and other 
Life/People and Soft Skills.

“Not Just Teachers- but awakeners, enlighteners and transformers, 
because teachers can see, touch and change the entire world, for 

the better”.

What else could one look forward to the humble yet impactful Jeroninio Almeida as the 
motivational keynote speaker at RSC19. His words of wisdom are enough to inspire the change 

ushers of tomorrow to look forward to changes and challenges in future years.
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REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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Rex Karmaveer Global Student 
Storytelling Fellowship

Execution

Engaged Learning

Perspective-Taking

Presentation

Emotional Intelligence 

Innovation

Creative Writing

Critical thinking

Ideation

Public Speaking

Story-Telling

Articulation

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP

TESTIMONIALS
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Jerry is a leadership coach and author of the international bestsellers Karma Kurry book
series and also a guest columnist for several global magazines and portals like Times Of
India, Economic Times, Indian Express, Speaking Tree, Time Magazine, International
Herald Tribune, Business World, The Economist, Medium and others. Nelson Mandela
wrote to Jerry in his foreword “Karma Kurry stories have the power to inspire people to
rise and act, to make a difference”. Jerry, who is empaneled as a leadership subject
matter expert with global leadership organisations (Franklin-Covey, Right-Management,
McKinsey, DDI, and BCG ) and ivy-league institutions, is a mentor to mentors, having
mentored several trainers/coaches, entrepreneurs, CEOs/CXOs in over 90% of Fortune
500 companies, Unicorn / Decacorn / Hectacorn-Ventures and their founders /
entrepreneurs, School / College owners, Principals, Educators, and several young
politicians and celebrities. Jerry was invited by the Indian Armed Forces for an
exclusive empanelment to coach/mentor officers from the Indian Army, Navy, and Air
Force. A chance meeting in 2003, with Dashrath Manjhi – The Mountain Man-inspired
Jerry to conceptualise and create the Karmaveer Awards to celebrate Real, Unsung,
Everyday Heroes and also write their true stories in the Karma Kurry Book series to
inspire people and children around the world to become champions of change. Dr. APJ
Kalam wrote to Jerry "Karma Kurry stories are highly motivating and awe-inspiring. I
intend to complete the whole book next week. I found your human interest, real hero
stories, more powerful than the features in the Chicken Soup series, which are also my
favourite books. Jerry, you are India’s answer to Jack Canfield and a Rockstar
Storyteller." Jerry is the inceptor and architect of THE JOY OF GIVING, Karmaveer
Chakra-Awards with the UN, Right every Wrong, One Billion Rising, One Billion Hungry,
REX-Karmaveer-Global-Fellowship, and Swachh Bharat mission and has also authored
several self-help books with insightful concepts packed with life, leadership and
learning2learn lessons for personal and societal transformation. Dr. Amartya Sen (Nobel
Laureate) sums up Jerry’s acumen and prowess as a coach and inspirational
orator/storyteller “When Jerry presents his stories and thoughts, one gets insights from
thousands of books, places, people, scripts and villages”. Jerry is Asia’s highest-paid
author and signed a 12 crore book deal for the Karma Kurry book series. Last year in
Partnership with Bharti Foundation and Network 18, Jerry launched the Karma Kurry
Kidpower book series. In the first book, Jerry tells stories of 22 children from the
underserved communities, who are educated in Governments schools but are GIVING
BACK in a huge way to contribute to society and the country. All proceeds from this
book will be utilized to send more children to better-equipped schools. 

ABOUT JERRY AND KARMA KURRY BOOKS

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP

“Self-Awareness and Self-Help happens from Self 
Learning. You don't need anyone else to teach you or 

tell you to learn. That’s why it’s called Self-Discovery & 
Self Development. Children and people must LEARN to 

LEARN something new everyday”
 

- Jeroninio (Jerry) Almeida 
Author Coach-Consultant moJOsh Inspirator
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A SAMPLE 

STORY 

All you need to do is tell us a story of someone you know in your school, 
family (could be you or your sister/brother/mother/father/anyone), friend 

circle, neighbourhood or anyone you know from the public domain 
(Newspapers/magazines, social-media, hero portals etc) in your own 
words (could be a janitor or a minister, a teacher or a celebrity, your 

house help or your school principal… just anyone and everyone) (300 to 
1000 words). We will nominate and choose your story as finalists for the 
book based on the power/merit of your story and storytelling skills. All 

stories that we receive will be featured on www.karmadishoom.com 
which has a reach to millions of global readers. 

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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I believe that everyone is a hero, a leader, a 
volunteer, a teacher and a champion of 

change. All we need to do is acknowledge and
understand this and then help others to also 

understand the same. That's all it takes!
 

- Jeroninio “Jerry” Almeida

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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The Rex Karmaveer Global Story Telling Fellowship and Chakra Awards (RKGSSTF) is an
exclusive fellowship and award for students from classes V to Year XII from schools across

India for Fellowship Knowledge Giffft Contribution of INR 7500/- 

The Rex Karmaveer Global Story Telling Fellowship and Chakra Awards (RKGSSTF) is

an exclusive fellowship and award for students from classes V to Year XII 

(Year V-VII & Year VII-XII) from schools across India for Fellowship Knowledge Giffft

Contribution of INR 7500/-. All the student needs to do is tell us a story of someone they

know in your school, family (could be you or your sister/brother/mother/father/anyone), friend

circle, neighborhood or anyone you know from the public domain (Newspapers/magazines,

social-media, hero portals etc) in your own words (could be a janitor or a minister, a teacher

or a celebrity, your house help or your school principal… just anyone and everyone) 

(300 to 1000 words). We will nominate and choose your story as a finalist for the book based

on the power/merit of your story and storytelling skills. All stories that we receive will be

featured on www.karmadishoom.com which has a reach to millions of global readers.



HOW TO PARTICIPATE

REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP
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 Kindly fill in the application form and make the payment as given. Application form
attached.

All entries should be sent to the school @ the given mail ID by latest by (date to be
intimated on mail)

Each entry should have a min of 300 words

The school jury represented by the teachers and parents will nominate students from
each category.

All nominations to reach the RKGSSTF team by ( date to be intimated on mail)

600 Winners to be announced by the RKGSSTF team on along with Winning
Schools will be intimated on citation and gratification dates.

Application Process:-

 School invites students to participate in the RKGSSTF 2023 via mail to parents(
enclosed).

 Parents/Students fill in application form (Forms available in the Tool kit in letter to
parents as Google form too) and submit entries to school.

All entries to be sent to the school by ( date to be intimated in mail) School to appoint
a 3 member jury including Teachers and Parents on.

RKGSSTF team to train and share best practices with selected jury members via
zoom session. Dates to be shared with the school.

 School to nominate 10 best stories from each category.

All nominations to be sent to the RKGSSTF team latest by (date will be intimated via
mail).

 Winners to be announced by ( will be shared soon after the launch)

RKGSSTF team to share dates and timelines for all winner gratification.

 Process:-



REX KARMAVEER GLOBAL STUDENT STORYTELLING FELLOWSHIP

+91 96500 73293

www.facebook.com/rexideas

www.instagram.com/rexideasforaction

@rexideasforact1

www.rexideas.com

www.linkedin.com/in/rex-ideas-for-action-rkgf

Unbox the writer within you to Unleash your 
unlimited heroic potential!

 
Why?

 
Because you are a hero who can recognize & reward heroes

Because the world needs you to be a hero and champion of change

 
For governance-related and Collaboration queries

Contact:
Eitu Vij Chopra:  eitu@icongo.in
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Celita Magalhas: celita@icongo.in


